What in Hades?
A Glossary would help...
Ea-rth.
An invention of mine for Yah's Wrath.
Based on my own concept of the Babylonian Name Change. I noticed when studying
ancient Mesopotamian theology that they took a foundational trinity of entities, then
repackaged them over time and geographical location like dressing up a Pig in Different
Lipstick to re-sell the same tired old ideas to the next rubes that came along.
Ea, Ba, Anu.
Ea {Babylonian}
Yah
Yahu {Canaanite}
Yahoo (search engine anyone?)
Yahoovah
Jehovah ("J" didn't exist until the 1600s)
YHVH {Hebrew}
Yaveh
Jove ("J" didn't exist so it is a cruel joke of Yo Veh) {Greek}
By Jove, I think you've got it by now: Same Pig Different Lipschtick.
Ba {Babylonian}
Ba'al {Canaanite}
Bel {Alexander Grahamite}
Anu {Babylonian Lord of the Heavens}
Anubis {Egyptian}
Anununki/Anunaki {children of An represented by 14 stars}
On Star {Americanian Lord of the Heavens that sees all, hears all...}
Father, Son & Holy Crap!
Sew, it seams that Hu-Mans have been sold a tired old pig with enough lipstick caked on
to start a housepaint factory. What's a Hu-Man?
One of them pigs is Hu, the primordial progenitor god of Egypt represented by the
Sphinx (not Michael). Hu was also a surname of city-state gods of Babylonia such as EaHu; Ba-Hu. Think Egypt and Babylonian Mystery Schools weren't taking with each
other?
uhh...the thing about Mysteries and Secret Societies?

...yeah, they've been pulling on your male members like a garden hose on one of those
retractable reels.
Mystery means: Secret.
It was never that the Secret Societies were secret. I mean: how can they be a secret
society if people know about them? They were Societies OF The Secret. Yup, just like
Oprah. She's a Mystery School member. She used to teach magical thinking on her
shows. If Secret means: Mystery then the Mystery Schools were Societies of The Secret
NOT Secret Societies (although technically in language it could be rendered that way).
What are the Mysteries?
Well, they all center around a meteorite cult.
Planetary bombardment.
When you go through the mind-numbingly painful names of the historical ages used in
geology (most people only know the word Jurassic) {a thought just occurred to me as I
wrote this that if there was no "J" then it would be rendered: Your Ass Sick} we get to
the colorful Hadean Bombardment Period.
Hades {Greek underworld}
Hell {Christian invention based on Hel EL the Lord of Hel}
Gehenna {Hebrew plain of burning shit}
Tartarus {Roman underware}
Hades implying fire & brimstone (burning sulfur) smoke and just general unpleasant
barbecuing of Hu-Man flesh for the amusement of the park attendants for all eternity.
So, the Hadean Bombardment Period was supposed to be the influx of comets,
meteors, asteroids, Astroblemes, astrons (really BIG motherfucking rocks from space)
and such like that kept the surface of the planet a molten hell.
From this chaos at some time arose molecules that had a knack for self-assembly that are
attributed to the formation of Life.
Hmm...nanomachines with terraforming properties...
We are told (sorry, I wasn't there) that RNA may have arose from acidic, steaming muck,
and after a sufficient number of billions of years it started to play Leggos. With just a
few craftily crafted proteins with sugar molecules Things could actually survive at
temperatures, pressures and salt content that would destroy what we have been sold as the
idea of fragile Life on this planet Yah's Wrath. They are called polyextremeophiles. If
you are into sciencey stuff you might know them from Black Smokers. Deep sea volcano
vents not the characters in the movie Water World.

Interesting things: polyextremeophiles. Dominated by Archaea. Creatures that might
claim the We Were Here First title. Things that could arise from the Hadean Period and
'survive' in conditions where we would become carbon farts without the Credits. Archaea
along with all other Life have been reclassified as part of only three RNA branches of
development called Domains instead of the clunky DNA tree with Kingdoms that looks
more like a Jackson Pollack painting.
The kick in the Nether Regions is that even Archeae can be infected by viruses. It seems
that in the world of self-replicating nanomachines that viruses as RNA or DNA might
really have been the We Were Here First things that kicked it all off.
Butt, where did THEY come from?
There are those who say that viruses and some simple self-assembling molecules were
imported from space. Perhaps forged in the hostile environs of space and deposited here
during a flyby during space showers. Your basic NASA view of space and exploration is
that it is too harsh and vast to send humans so they postulate that IF "we" were to visit
other worlds or if we were visited by other civilizations it would have been in the form of
machines that resembled insects or by an advanced civilization sending hardened
microbes that contained genetic information that could terraform then populate where
they landed...
Did I just repeat myself?
Mainstream science view? or science fiction?
Hey, I quit writing fiction when I started to pull down the lies they fed us. 'Real' life is
way too fucked up to try to out-do it with fantasy inventions.
So, we come to the Question of the Archons.
Controllers.
Governors.
Something that has command of the physical world then shapes it to its will.
Are we back on that NASA story again?
You really have to read the Stock Answer to the Archon Question to get a sense of what
the backstory on the Hadean Bombardment has to offer, but then in true recursive form, if
you don't know the Hadean Bombardment story then you don't have the full picture on
the Archon story.
What if?
What if there was some Thing that either arose on Ea-rth or invaded here, that took over,
used self-assembling, self-replicating technology to infect and assert itself within the

ecosystem?
What if, like the sciencey boys postulate (hope they didn't get any on themselves) these
nanomachines brought intelligence with them. What if there was an agenda? What if
what we see as the cycles of Life, Suffering and Death are nothing more than a machine
trying to explore every possibility and permutation of clawing its way from the Hadean
Bombardment Molten Muck into a final form that may or may not include us but damned
well incorporates us and our abilities as Opposable Thumb Puppets into the furtherance
of that goal in the actual representation of the Ouroburos SPEAKING ITSELF INTO
EXISTENCE? !
What if we (for lack of any other option) then call this controlling force The Archons?
What if we label all that opposes us, all that would use us for horrific purpose to be Evil?
Could Evil then be like the myths of Satan cast down from the Heavens to be embedded
in the Ea-rth? Could Evil be in the form of viral RNA and DNA that is then directing the
creatures from slugs and snails to infect higher and higher life forms until they get into
something with opposable thumbs that can wrest Titanium and E=mc2 from the planet in
order to...what? escape it like the Dr. Who episode Impossible Planet?
Beyond death and destruction, pain and suffering, what the fuck do these things want?
I don't know. But I do have sense of Balance for the Universe, so for every action there
is an equal and opposite reaction, therefore They (whateverthefuck They are) need to be
exterminated like squashing a bug and then melting it with the fusion flame of a good
cometary bombardment. Or a good Asstron. I like my spelling better.

